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Historic Review Commission of Pittsburgh  
200 Ross Street, First Floor Hearing Room 

April 3, 2019 
 

AGENDA 
 

Lucia M. Aguirre, Chairperson 
David Green, PLI, Secretary  

Raymond Gastil, Director of City Planning 
Matthew Falcone 

Karen Loysen 
Richard Snipe 

 
 12:30 PM CALL TO ORDER 

 12:30 PM INTERNAL BUSINESS 

  Old Business-None 

  New Business 

 Approval of the minutes from the March 2019 hearing 

 Certificates of Appropriateness Report –March 2019 

 Applications for a Certificate of Economic Hardship – None 
 

 1:00 PM HEARING & ACTION 
 

1. Alpha Terrace Historic District 
 726 N. Beatty Street 
 Ana Alba & Al Milioto, owners and applicants 

Building renovations including 
demolition of rear addition 

 
2. Deutschtown Historic District 

 500 Lockhart Street 
 St. Peter’s Residences, owner 
 William G. West, Jr., applicant 

Installation of rooftop HVAC units 
 

3.    Deutschtown Historic District 
 529 Lockhart Street 
 John Lubarski, owner and applicant 

Façade alterations and construction of an 
addition 

 
4.    Deutschtown Historic District 
 600 Pressley Street 
 Modern Touch Properties, owner 
 Karim Alshurafa, applicant 

Building renovations  
 
 
 
 

 
5. East Carson Street Historic District 

 1327 E. Carson Street 
 Beehive Associates, LLC, owner 
 Smart Signs, applicant 
 Halo-lit LED signage 
 

6. Manchester Historic District 
 1202 W. North Avenue 
 N2 Properties, LP, owner and applicant 
 Demolition of rear garage 

 
7. Mexican War Streets Historic District 

 1219 Monterey Street 
 Andrew Bailey, owner and applicant 

 Roof replacement with alternate product 
 
8. Mexican War Streets Historic District 

 502 N. Taylor Avenue 
 Tim Ohrum & Karl Owens, owners 
 John D. Francona, applicant 
 Restoration of front façade 

 
9. Schenley Farms Historic District 

 4375 Schenley Farms Terrace 
 Rich and Colleen Joyce, owners and applicants 
 Roof replacement with alternate product 
 

Division of Zoning and Development Review  

City of Pittsburgh, Department of City Planning 

200 Ross Street, Third Floor 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219 
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 HISTORIC NOMINATIONS  

 DIRECTOR’S REPORT 

 ADJOURNMENT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The John Robin Civic Building, located at 200 Ross St. 
downtown, is wheelchair accessible.  This meeting is open 

to all members of the public.  INTERPRETERS FOR THE 

HEARING IMPAIRED WILL BE PROVIDED WITH FOUR DAYS 

NOTIFICATION BY CONTACTING LISA RAY AT 412-255-2200. 
Please contact Sarah Quinn with questions and 

comments: 412-255-2243 
sarah.quinn@pittsburghpa.gov 
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Addendum to Historic Review Commission of Pittsburgh 

Application for a Certificate of Appropriateness 

 

Included hardcopy documents: 

Window Specifications (already approved by HRC in 2017), for the replacement of walls in the kitchen. 

New Exterior Door Specifications 

Structural Report by ARCCA Inc., September 7, 2016 

Photography of existing structure, dated March 2018 

Photography of exterior of 716 N. Beatty, as model for finishing 

 

Detailed Description of Proposed Project: 

Demolition of frame and stucco addition on the back of masonry house and finishing of exterior wall.  

Existing 1st floor exit to addition will be used as an exterior door.  Existing 2nd floor doors to the addition 

will be used as windows.   
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Photography of Existing structure 

 

Current view of reverse of house with addition to the right and shingled storage area to the left.  
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View of addition by Supreme way (alley). 

 

(Left) Entry into addition through main house (first floor).  Entry door will be used as an exterior door. 

(Right) Doors from 2nd floor into addition and small storage area adjacent to addition to become 

windows. 
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South side of addition with cracked stucco and bowing wall. 
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Gap developing between wall and floor of addition. 
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Cracks and gaps developing between counter tops and east and south facing walls. 

 

Cracking and bulging developing between windows of south facing wall.  
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716 N Beatty Street, another house in Alpha Terrace that had it’s addition demolished during previous 

remodeling .  The reverse of this house is what we would aim for, in terms of door and window positions 

and relative size.  

 

1899 G. M. Hopkins & Co.,East Liberty, Highland Park. Plate 17 – Showing that 716 did have an addition 

that was demolished.  

 

 



ARCCA, INCORPORATED 

ONE LANDMARK NORTH 

20399 ROUTE 19, SUITE 207 

CRANBERRY TWP, PA 16066 

PHONE 866-502-7222 FAX 412-566-6798 

www. a rcca . com 

 

September 7, 2016 

Mr. Michael Shornack 

Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 

P.O. Box 1053 

Montgomeryville, PA 18936 

 Re:  Alba Residence Investigation 

  ARCCA File No. 2107-1093 

  Liberty Mutual Insurance Claim No. 034250414 

Dear Mr. Shornack: 

Thank you for the opportunity to participate with you in the above-captioned matter. You 

retained ARCCA, Incorporated to inspect the Alba residence. The purpose of this inspection was 

to determine the cause(s) of reported sinking of a portion of the floor in the kitchen of the 

residence. This analysis is based on information currently available to ARCCA, and must be 

used in its entirety. However, ARCCA reserves the right to revise or supplement this report if 

additional information becomes available. 

Background: 

The subject structure is a two- and one-half-story, single-family residential row-house located at 

726 North Beatty Street in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. According to the Allegheny County Real 

Estate Assessment website, the house was originally constructed in 1902 and Ms. Alba 

purchased the property in April of 2016. 

On or about August 8, 2016, Ms. Alba noted that the southeastern (right-rear) portion of the 

kitchen floor appeared to have sunken. 

Site Inspection: 

The following is a summary of my observations at the subject property during my inspection on 

Friday, September 2, 2016. The front of the house faces approximately west-northwest. For the 

purpose of this report and for simplifying the descriptions of locations of inspection findings, the 

front of the house will be considered as facing west. All observations, findings, and their 

locations will be described by compass direction and supplemented with left, right, front, and 

rear location descriptions. Unless specifically noted otherwise in this report, left and right 

directions will be described as looking at the house from the west (front) edge of the property.  

General Exterior Observations: As mentioned above in the background section of the report, the 

subject structure is a two- and one-half-story, single-family residential row-house. (See 

Photograph No. 1 showing the west [front] side of the residence). The subject of this 

investigation was the kitchen floor. The kitchen was located on the first-floor level of a two-story 

addition constructed off the east (rear) side of the original portion of the structure. The date of 

construction of this addition was unknown to me as of the writing of this report. However, based 

upon the materials used in the construction of the addition, it is likely that the addition was at 

least 75 years old. The exterior of the east (rear) addition was coated with stucco. The addition 

was constructed over a crawlspace. (See Photograph No. 2 showing the east [rear] side of the 

addition and see Photographs No. 3 and No. 4 showing the south [right] side of the addition.) 
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The stucco at the southeast (right-rear) corner of the addition was extensively cracked for the full 

height of the addition. It is worth noting that there was a box gutter located along the south 

(right) side of the roof. This box gutter discharged into at downspout at its east (rear) end. This 

downspout was routed down the southeast (right-rear) corner of the addition. Ms. Alba’s father, 

who accompanied me during my inspection, stated that this downspout was installed subsequent 

to the purchase of the residence by his daughter. Ms. Alba’s father further stated that prior to the 

installation of the downspout, the box gutter had leaked water that had flowed down the 

southeast (right-rear) corner of the addition. (See Photographs No. 5 through No. 8.) In most of 

the visible portions of the cracking, the edges of the stucco located immediately adjacent to the 

cracking were rounded from repeated freeze-thaw cycling, the stucco surfaces exposed by the 

cracking were darkened from oxidation due to long-term exposure to the atmosphere and/or paint 

extended into the cracking, indicating that the cracking was old and pre-dated the purchase of the 

residence by Ms. Alba. (See Photograph No. 9 for representative conditions.) However, in a few 

locations, the edges of the stucco located immediately adjacent to the cracking were sharp and 

the stucco surfaces exposed by the cracking were bright and fresh, indicating that these portions 

of the cracking were newer. (See Photograph No. 10 for representative conditions.)  

Cracking was also noted throughout the stucco on the southern (right) face of the addition. In 

particular, significant cracking was noted in the stucco below and adjacent to the first-floor 

window opening in the south (right) wall of the addition. The stucco located above the cracking 

was displaced outward relative to the stucco located below the cracking. (See Photographs No. 

11 and No. 12.) The stucco surfaces exposed by the cracking were darkened from oxidation due 

to long-term exposure to the atmosphere and/or paint extended into the cracking, indicating that 

the cracking was old and pre-dated the purchase of the residence by Ms. Alba. (See Photograph 

No. 13 for representative conditions.)  

The downspout at the southeast (right-rear) corner of the addition discharged into a cast iron pipe 

stub-up for an underground rainwater conductor. The routing and discharge point of the 

conductor was unknown to me at the time of my inspection. (See Photograph No. 14.) 

It is also worth noting that a portion of what appeared to be a concrete footing was visible at the 

base of the east (rear) addition wall. The dimensions and extents of this footing could not be 

determined. (See Photograph No. 8.)  

Interior First-Floor Observations: As stated previously, the kitchen was located in the first-floor 

level of the east (rear) addition. The floor of the kitchen was covered with ceramic tiles. (See 

Photograph No. 15.) The floor was noticeably sunken in the southeast (right-rear) portion of the 

kitchen, resulting in gapping between the ceramic tiles and the baseboard along the south (right) 

kitchen wall. (See Photographs No. 16 and No. 17.) 

There had been a dishwasher located at the southeast (right-rear) corner of the kitchen. However, 

prior to my inspection, the dishwasher had been removed and a hole had been cut in the plywood 

floor sheathing below where the dishwasher had been located to provide access to the kitchen 

floor framing. (See Photograph No. 18.) It is worth noting that four (4) layers of plywood 

sheathing had been installed on the kitchen floor. (See Photograph No. 19.)  

The kitchen floor was framed with rough-sawn wood joists spanning in the west-east (front-rear) 

direction. The east (rear) ends of the floor joists did not extend to the east (rear) foundation wall 

of the addition, but instead appeared to be placed on the earthen floor of the addition crawlspace. 

The east (rear) ends of the visible floor joists were rotted and deteriorated. (See Photographs No. 

20 and No. 21.) In addition, the bottom portions of the wood wall studs of the east (rear) wall 
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were rotted. In one (1) case, the bottom portion of the stud had completely rotted away. (See 

Photograph No. 22.) The visible portions of the wood plank wall sheathing on both the east (rear) 

and south (right) walls of the addition were rotted and possibly termite-damaged. (See 

Photographs No. 23 and No. 24 for representative conditions.)  

Interior Basement Observations: Due to the bottoms of the first-floor joists being located in 

close proximity to the earthen floor of the east (rear) addition crawlspace, the crawlspace was 

inaccessible. (See Photograph No. 25.) However, the northwestern (left-front) portion of the 

addition floor framing that was partially visible from the basement below the original portion of 

the building was poorly and haphazardly framed with portions of the framing being supported by 

loose bricks and wood blocks placed on the earthen floor of the crawlspace. (See Photograph No. 

26 for representative conditions.) 

Conclusions: 

Based on a reasonable degree of engineering certainty, it is my professional opinion that: 

1. The sinking of the southeastern (right-rear) portion of the kitchen floor was the result of the 

combination of the following: 

a. Improper initial construction of the first-floor of the addition with the eastern (rear) 

ends of the floor joists not extending to the east (rear) exterior wall of the addition but 

instead being placed on the earthen floor of the addition crawlspace. As a result, the 

east (rear) ends of the floor joists were not properly supported and were prone to 

downward displacement. Further evidence of the poor quality of construction of the 

first-floor of the addition was noted from the basement below the original portion of 

the building. The framing visible from this vantage point was poorly and haphazardly 

framed with portions of the framing being supported by loose bricks and wood blocks 

placed on the earthen floor of the crawlspace. 

b. The failure to protect the first floor joists from moisture in the crawlspace with proper 

ventilation of the crawlspace and/or the use of a vapor barrier on top of the earthen 

floor of the crawlspace. This long-term exposure to moisture resulted in the rotting of 

the floor joists, causing the east (rear) joist ends to crush and the floor to subsequently 

displace downward.  

c. Settlement of the southeast (right-rear) corner of the addition caused by the failure to 

properly maintain the downspout at this location. This lack of maintenance resulted in 

water flowing down the stucco on the exterior of the addition (as evidenced by the 

observed cracking and deterioration of the stucco) and onto exterior grades adjacent 

to the southeast (right-rear) corner of the addition. This water would then seep into 

the soils, resulting in saturation of the soils below the wall footings and subsequent 

settlement of the southeast (right-rear) corner of the addition. It must also be noted 

that, in addition to the improper function of the downspout, it is likely that the cast 

iron underground rainwater conductor pipe has become clogged and/or otherwise is 

no longer functioning properly. As such, additional water would be discharged into 

the soils adjacent to the southeast (right-rear) corner of the addition. It must further be 

noted that the accumulation of moisture in these soils would also likely increase the 

moisture levels in the crawlspace. 
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d. A portion of what appeared to be a concrete footing was visible at the base of the east 

(rear) addition wall. The dimensions and extents of this footing could not be 

determined. However, given the poor quality of construction of the remaining 

portions of the addition, it is likely that this footing does not extend below the 

required frost depth. As such, the addition would be prone to frost-heave and 

subsequent settlement once the ice lenses that formed in the soils below the wall 

footings melted.  

2. A portion of the observed cracking of the stucco on the exteriors of the south (right) and east 

(rear) walls of the addition was the result of the aforementioned settlement of the southeast 

(right-rear) corner of the addition. It must also be noted that the wood wall framing and wood 

plank wall sheathing have also rotted and/or been damaged by termites and that a portion of 

the settlement is attributable to the rot and deterioration of these components. 

3. The sinking of the southeastern (right-rear) portion of the kitchen floor and the settlement of 

the southeast (right-rear) corner of the addition have been occurring for an extended period of 

time as evidenced by the following: 

a. Four (4) layers of plywood sheathing had been installed in the southeastern (right-

rear) portion of the kitchen floor, in an apparent previous attempt to shim up the floor 

after prior settlement. 

b. In most of the visible portions of the cracking of the stucco, the edges of the stucco 

located immediately adjacent to the cracking were rounded from repeated freeze-thaw 

cycling, the stucco surfaces exposed by the cracking were darkened from oxidation 

due to long-term exposure to the atmosphere and/or paint extended into the cracking. 

All of these conditions clearly indicate that the cracking (and therefore the settlement 

that resulted in the subject cracking) was old and ongoing. 

4. The determination of a detailed repair scope was beyond the scope of this investigation. 

However, I recommend that the following considerations be included in any repairs to be 

implemented at the addition: 

a. The second-floor level, the exterior walls above the second-floor level, and the roof 

of the addition must be fully shored as required prior to beginning any demolition 

work. 

b. The kitchen cabinets, wall drywall, floor tile, and subflooring must be removed from 

the first-floor level of the addition to allow for the determination of the full scope of 

damages to the wall and floor framing. 

c. The construction and extents of the existing exterior foundation walls of the addition 

must be determined. In particular, it must be confirmed that the wall footings extend 

below the required frost depth (36 inches in the City of Pittsburgh). If the footings are 

determined to meet this requirement they may be re-utilized. If not, they must be 

replaced with new wall footings. The bottoms of the new footings must extend a 

minimum of 36 inches below the tops of final finished grades. 

d. If the existing footings are deemed to be adequate or after new wall footings have 

been placed, I recommend that new exterior foundation walls consisting of 8 inch 

thick hollow concrete masonry block be constructed. The tops of the walls must 

extend a minimum of 8 inches above the tops of exterior grades. The crawlspace 
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enclosed by these foundation walls must be ventilated as required by 2009 

International Residential Code (2009 IRC) section R408 – Under-Floor Space. In 

addition, due to the likelihood that the first floor framing will be located at or near to 

the tops of exterior grades, I highly recommend that a perimeter footer drain be 

installed around the entire perimeter of the addition and that the exterior faces of the 

foundation walls be coated with a damproofing coating. 

e. All of the existing first-floor framing of the addition must be removed and replaced. 

The size and spacing of the floor joists must be determined by a structural engineer 

based on the final spans of the floor joists and if any intermediate supports of the 

floor joists are to be provided in the crawlspace. 

f. Depending on the final location of the first-floor level in relation to the top of the 

foundation wall brickwork, the floor joists must either bear on a pressure-treated 

wood sill plate placed on top of the blockwork of the east (rear) foundation wall or 

must be attached with joist hangers to a pressure-treated wood ledger board that is 

bolted to the inboard face of the blockwork. The ledger board attachment to the 

blockwork must be determined by a structural engineer.  

g. The existing wood wall studs may be cut as required to bear on the new first-floor 

framing and/or the wood sill plate placed on top of the foundation wall blockwork. If 

the rotted portions of the wall studs extend above the final bottom of stud elevation, 

new 2x4 studs of a sufficient length may be sistered to the existing studs. 

h. All new construction must be completed in accordance with all applicable 2009 IBC 

requirements. 

If you have any questions, or should any additional information become available in this matter, 

please do not hesitate to call me. 

Sincerely, 

 

 
Joshua Hunt, P.E. 

Senior Structural Engineer 
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Photographs 

 

 
Photograph No. 1. 

 

 
Photograph No. 2. 
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Photograph No. 3. 

 

 
Photograph No. 4. 
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Photograph No. 5. 

 

 
Photograph No. 6. 
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Photograph No. 7. 

 

 
Photograph No. 8. 
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Photograph No. 9. 

 

 
Photograph No. 10. 
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Photograph No. 11. 

 

 
Photograph No. 12. 
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Photograph No. 13. 

 

 
Photograph No. 14. 
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Photograph No. 15. 

 

 
Photograph No. 16. 
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Photograph No. 17. 

 

 
Photograph No. 18. 
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Photograph No. 19. 

 

 
Photograph No. 20. 
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Photograph No. 21. 

 

 
Photograph No. 22. 
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Photograph No. 23. 

 

 
Photograph No. 24. 
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Photograph No. 25. 

 

 
Photograph No. 26. 

 

 



















































Customer:
Location:
Project:
Date:

Existing Building 

The Vault
1327 E Carson St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203

Wall Signs & Projection Sign
2/26/2019

Projection Sign Location  

Existing Building 
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The Vault
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2/26/2019
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Customer:
Location:
Project:
Date:

Building Signs on freshly painted surface  

The Vault
1327 E Carson St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203

Wall Signs & Projection Sign
2/26/2019
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Customer:
Location:
Project:
Date:

The Vault
1327 E Carson St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203

Wall Signs & Projection Sign
2/26/2019

Building Signs on freshly painted surface  



18"

15"

15"

Customer:
Location:
Project:
Date:

Side Profile

1"

Building Sign 
Description: Reverse Channel Letters (Aluminum) with 
white exposed neon mounted to the face and snifter glass
channel letter.
Size of V,A,U,L,T : 18”h x 3”d
Lighting: Exposed White Neon

15”h x 9.5”w x 4”dSize of wine glass: 
white acrylic with black & green vinylFace of snifter glass: 

 BlackTrim Cap Color:
Lighting: LED

 YesInstallation Included:
Client responsible for electric to be supplied to sign location

Building Letters 
Description: Reverse Channel Letters (Aluminum)
Color: Black
Size of TAPROOM: 15”h x 3”d

15”h x 3”dSize of KITCHEN: 
Lighting: LEDs white

 Stud MountInstall Method:
 YesInstallation Included:

Client responsible for electric to be supplied to sign location

15"

The Vault
1327 E Carson St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203

Wall Signs Details
2/26/2019

5'-11"

5'-2"

6'-9"

Building Signs - Details  

10 sq ft

8 sq ft

6.5 sq ft



Side Profile
of whole sign

Customer:
Location:
Project:
Date:

Side Profile
of glass logo

channel letters

30"

37.6"

Projection Sign 
Description: Dbl-Sided “V” Logo with white exposed neon
and 2= wine glass standard channel letters mounted to 1/2”
aluminum plate with 2x2 aluminum tubing
Size of V: 30”h x 30.4”w x 6”d

Exposed white neonLighting: 
25”h x 15.4”w x 4”d (Qty 2) back to backSize of wine glass: 
white acrylic with black & pink vinylFace of wine glass: 

 BlackTrim Cap Color:
Lighting: LED

 YesInstallation Included:
Client responsible for electric to be supplied to sign location 

The Vault
1327 E Carson St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203

Projection Sign Details
2/26/2019

Projection Sign - Details  

8.5 sq ft



Division of Zoning and Development Review 

City of Pittsburgh, Department of City Planning 

200 Ross Street, Third Floor 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219 

HISTORIC REVIEW COMMISSION OF PITTSBURGH 

Application for a Certificate of Appropriateness 

DEADLINE:

Completed applications must be received at least 
13 working days prior to the HRC hearing, when a 
hearing is required 

STAFF USE ONLY: 

DATE RECEIVED:______________________ 

LOT AND BLOCK NUMBER:________________ 

FEE SCHEDULE:

See attached.  Please make check payable to: 
Treasurer, City of Pittsburgh. 

WARD: ____________________________________ 

FEE PAID: __________________________________ 

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY: 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

DISTRICT:

__________________________________________ 

OWNER:

NAME:______________________________________ 

ADDRESS:___________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

PHONE:_____________________________________ 

EMAIL:  ____________________________________ 

APPLICANT:

NAME:_____________________________________ 

ADDRESS:__________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

PHONE:____________________________________ 

EMAIL:_____________________________________ 

REQUIRED ATTACHMENTS:

Drawings  Photographs Renderings Site Plan Other 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED PROJECT: 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

SIGNATURES:

OWNER:______________________________________________________DATE:______________________ 

APPLICANT:  ________________________________________________   DATE:______________________ 

Pittsburgh, PA 15233

1202 W North Ave Manchester

N2 Properties, LP

PO Box 99938

Pittsburgh, PA 15233

N2 Properties, LP

PO Box 99938

Pittsburgh, PA 15233

412-608-4571

areichert@gorealtyco.com

412-608-4571

areichert@gorealtyco.com

X X

Proposed demolition of existing block garage for replacement with off-street concrete

parking pad.

2/15/2019

2/15/2019
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EXISTING CONDITIONS 
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Hamlin Street Facing Fontella Street 

 

 

Hamlin Street Facing Bidwell Street 
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